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GV30 WEAPONIZE REALITY: SHANG BEAST-MODE COMEDY
Directed by Filmmaker Bob Bryan 

“Those who know KNOWS.”
Los Angeles,  CA.  (BWP  Press)  -  Stand-up Comedian, 
Activist, Artist SHANG, is one of those raw, unapologetic, 
brilliant talents who prowl the Late Night TV talk shows, HBO 
Special landscapes, Sit-Comedy Sound Stages and Comedy 
Clubs across the Nation and beyond; sharing with his audiences 
his own personal brand of Beast-Mode Comedy!  He knows he’s 
funny!

So you ponder what exactly is “Beast-Mode Comedy”? For 
that explanation I would refer you to how SHANG describes 
the sardonic biting humor of his DAD: “The Base Brutality of 
Truthfulness.”

In my opinion, (as the filmmaker) that is EXACTLY how 
SHANG rolls.  He is not willing or psychologically wired for 
BS. SHANG just tells it as he “sees” it, warts and all.  Oftentimes 
his audience experiences the exquisite embarrassing pain of 
laughing so hard that they are reduced to peeing in their draws 
out of sheer uncontrollable exhilaration. BEWARE!   Yes that’s 
the effect SHANG has on you!

The quixotic mind of this stand-up comic is so full of personal 
ambiguities and full-frontal, in your face, observational mesmerizing truth that you are immediately drawn 
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to his mercurial genius flame.

In GV30 WEAPONIZE REALITY filmmaker Bob Bryan asks SHANG how his historical personal reality 
shapes his comedy. His answer: “I’ve had allot of bad shit happen to me and my family.  My comedy reflects those 
experiences. Paradoxically, I think I’m a better comic because of it.” 

At times, as an audience member, you may feel under attack, experiencing the stinging penetration of his 
humorous rhetorical arrows. But you cannot deny his unparalleled insights into the sometimes dark, raw, 
naked, funny, stupid human condition. This is precisely where SHANG shines most brightly. He unravels 
and exposes the hypocritical underbelly of our multi-layered and oftentimes facetious PC culture. 

Oh yeah and HECKLERS BEWARE... SHANG does not play; “I will set you on fire, then pee on you, put 
the fire out and then set you on fire AGAIN!”

“Beast-Mode Comedy” holds nothing back and no subject matter is too sacred to explore. We’re talking 
Abortions, Sex, Politics, Personal Pain, Ugly Children, Stupid Audiences, Stereotypes, Sacred Cows of Comedy, 
Kings and Queens of Comedy, Exploitative Agents, the Therapeutic and Healing effects of Comedy, Thug Comedy, 
Writing, Women’s Rights, enjoying people who hurt themselves, Racism, Drugs, Homosexuality, Politics, Reality & 
Consciousness, the Nature of Comedy, etc etc etc. 

Keep in mind that SHANG really does wants to entertain you. But at the end of the day, it’s more important 
that he unsheathes his comedic blade, thrusts it deep into your soft belly vulnerable, naive assumptions about 
“Reality” and make you laugh, think, transform and be moved to action.  SHANG is a Beast as well as a 
comedic stimulant that once taken, you will never wish to exist without it!

Filmmaker Bob Bryan probes, confronts and allows SHANG to be as Raw as he wants to be.  It’s a thrilling 
ride from top to bottom! 

GV30 WEAPONIZE REALITY: SHANG BEAST-MODE COMEDY is 78 minutes of funny, funny and 
more funny.  Enjoy the ride!!!  Multi Award-Winning Indie Filmmaker Bob Bryan.
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